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Peer Gynt is a five-act play in verse by the Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen. Written in the Bokmal

form of Norwegian, it is one of the most widely performed Norwegian plays. Ibsen believed Per

Gynt, the Norwegian fairy tale on which the play is loosely based, to be rooted in fact, and several of

the characters are modelled after Ibsen's own family, notably his parents Knud Ibsen and Marichen

Altenburg. He was also generally inspired by Peter Christen Asbjornsen's collection of Norwegian

fairy tales, published in 1845 (Huldre-Eventyr og Folkesagn). Klaus Van Den Berg argues that Peer

Gynt, "is a stylistic minefield: its origins are romantic, but the play also anticipates the

fragmentations of emerging Modernism. Chronicling Peer's journey from the Norwegian mountains

to the North African desert, the cinematic script blends poetry with social satire and realistic scenes

with surreal ones. The irony of isolated individuals in a mass society infuses Ibsen's tale of two

seemingly incompatible loversâ€”the deeply committed Solveig and the superficial Peer, who is more

a surface for projections than a coherent character. The simplest conclusion one may draw from

Peer Gynt, is expressed in the eloquent prose of the Van Den Berg: "if you lie; are you real?"
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Peer Gynt is one of Ibsen's greatest, least translated plays. It led a revolution in Norwegian poetry,

and so doesn't follow any standard poetic convention, making it difficult to translate accurately

without losing the original feel.This translation is true to the original "fairy tale" atmosphere and

follows the poetic conventions of the dialogue without becoming wooden or incomprehensible. It is

very well done, clear, with interesting, evocative word choices. I am especially pleased with the



translation of the epithets throughout: "dram-sponge" is a much more interesting choice than "drunk"

or "drunkard."An interesting, fun translation of a classic!

This book brings a lot of questions about our act and consequence; this book is good read for adults

and teens.

Great story and quick shipping!
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